
The inspiration of Colleagues in Pink came from my father. He likes to use 
photography to record life, and the two in the painting are his colleagues. By 
coincidence, they wore the similar pink T-shirts to the meeting. Their fashion 
taste represented the special and funny aesthetics of contemporary Chinese 
middle-aged men. What makes me find it interesting is that they are all work 
for the serious Chinese government, but we can still see their personal charm 
outside of their political identities. And this show us a different side of China. 

Colleagues in Pink (2020) 
15*20cm 

Painting on wood 



In these two paintings, my father and his colleagues play like children. The painting on the right shows when they went to the team building. My father lifting his 
colleague and said that he is not heavy only weighs 0.1 ton. I used the eye-catching red to represent the Chinese government, and the exaggerated figure of the 
character magnified the contrast between seriousness and joy.

Patrol in a Park（2020） 
80*100cm 
Oil paintings on canvas

0.1ton ( 2020 ) 
80*100cm 

Oil painting on canvas



Garden #1 
40*20cm 
Oil painting on wood

Garden #2 
40*20cm 

Oil painting on wood



In the second semester, I started to use photography as a method to continue 
my painting. I have repeatedly used the lens to distort the characters, thus 
highlighting the pure feeling and a certain distance from reality.

Wild Yelling （2021)

Photography 



In HALO series, i use dazzling light and concave-convex mirrors to blur  faces. The hazy effect of photography also affects the picture of the oil painting, 
and the small size echoes the partial appearance of the facial features.  
I deliberately erased all the factors that can identify the identity of the people in my work, leaving only some of the facial features. After a person's identity 
is hidden, it becomes intriguing. This also questioning the relationship between social identity and free will.

HALO

Overview #2HALO (2021) 
Photography 



Turning into another side 2021 
50 x 50cm 

Oil painting on geese surface wood boards

Turning into another side 2021 
Photography 



Take a Look (2021) 
150 x 100cm 
Oil painting on canvas

Details of Take a Look 



I just did my nails today (2021) 
150*100cm 

oil painting on canvas



A Solo Show: STICKY(2021)

STICKY(2021) (Installation view) 
Under different light conditions

I hope that the alienation between works can be eliminated in this exhibition, 
and it will give the audience a warm and sticky experience. Because the gap 
between the paintings or installations and the cold walls in many galleries or 
exhibitions gives me a well-designed sense of distance. 
I surrounded the wall with light pink pearlescent cloth, which changed the 
smooth, monochromatic wall of the gallery in the past. The lights are hidden 
behind the cloth, making the light soft and ambiguous, the atmosphere of the 
entire exhibition becomes hot and romantic.

Cactus (2021) 
20 cm 

Oil painting on canvas



STICKY

Exhibition posters

Posters: I designed various posters for my exhibition, realizing that it was a good opportunity for creative output.



Huaqi Zeng Artist Statement 2021 

I got inspiration from my daily life, and my painting capture 
sensual, vividly and colourful parts.Especially, the images of 
Chinese contemporary young girls, enjoying their lives in big 
cities by covering their sensitive emotions under those 
fancy clothes and parties. The influence of western pop 
music on their romantic fantasy and the concept of being 
successful independent girls is significant.  

I found it hard to find out special point in city culture in a 
brand new city, like my hometown Shenzhen. The 
similarities of new cities have blurred regional 
characteristics. Commons and mergers in culture have 
shown harsh conflicts between Chinese heavy traditions 
and pop cultures. And I am curious how the Chinese young 
city culture will be in the future.  

Painting keeps my feelings strong, fresh and staying lasting. 
Currently, I paint on wood which offers a smoother surface 
than canvas. Therefore, brush marks are more visible. A lot 
of quick brush marks appeared in my works, they represent 
instant and unpredictable changes of time and emotion. I 
also like to use bright light colours, they helps me creating a 
fantasy-like tune and emphasizing dramatic moments in 
daily life. 



Mune 

40*50cm 
oil painting on wood



Cigarettes after shower (2021) 
40*50cm 
Oil painting on wood


